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- A collaboration between Velferdsfabrikken and UiO

- Developing a video communication system based on TV

- For increased social participation and safety at home

BRIS PROJECT



MASTER THESIS - AIM

…to investigate how a video communication system best possible could be designed 

to fit elderly people's abilities and needs.

…what kind of interaction and platform that suits best, as well as what a designer 

needs to consider when designing GUI for elderly people.



PROCESS



INTERVIEW STUDY

To gain knowledge of elderly people’s technology use and living situations, as well as 

their ideas and opinions around video communication



FINDINGS

“Touch is the easiest way for older people to interact as they just need 

to point at the function they want to use“ 

”If you teach an old person one step at the time, I think everyone can

learn to use a tablet” 

“My grandchildren tell me to just press a try, but I am afraid of doing it as I will 

get lost and not find the way back to where I was”.

“I have a relative in America I use to call by phone once in a while, I have not 

seen her in many years as we are too old for traveling so far, so it had of course 

been lovely to see her... but I don't know, video communication feels so 

strange and new”.



FIRST DESIGN CHOICE

Interaction and platform —> Touch and Tablet

Challenges did appear, but if the interface is adapted for elderly users, 

many of these can be avoided. 

Connection to a larger screen - Tv seemed to be a good choice. 





OBSERVATIONS

Started to participate on weekly technology classes with SeniorNett. 

Observed elderly people learning to use touch and tablets. 

—> Hard to remember steps and unclear icons without text under

—> Too small buttons, touch areas and space between buttons

—> Difficulties writing on touch keyboards as as cause of this

—> Hard to distinguish between press and press+hold, dry hands

—> Not all elderly agreed on being observed

—> Difficult with many hierarchies in menus



USER TESTING

Recruiting users - a challenge in the beginning. 

Planned to conduct a workshop - but hard to find participants. Started out with 

tests instead. 

After being at the centre for a couple of weeks, people started to recognize me

which made it easier to recruit.

Conclusion: When designing with elderly people, plan for extra time recruiting. 

They might need some time to be introduced and think about it.



THE FINAL PROTOTYPE

Wireframes and a clickable prototype were developed with Adobe Experience



RECOMMENDATIONS

• Design adaptable interfaces to meet different and changing needs

• Avoid different commands for similar touch actions, e.g. press and 

press+hold

• Do not present to much information at the same time and present it in 

steps.

• Place the menu in the bottom of the screen

• Use not more than two level menus, preferable one level

• Use metaphors proper for the age generation



THANK YOU FOR LISTENING!


